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If you have to help the person in 
your care move from place to place, 
be sure to: a) use the same procedure 
for all transfers so a routine is set 
up and b) learn how to control and 
balance your own body. Following 
these important steps, you can safely 
control and move another person.

Using the wrong technique when 
moving a person is one of the chief 
causes of back strain. Back strain and 
back problems are common complaints 
among family and professional 
caregivers.

To reduce the risk of injury to 
yourself or the person in your care, 
you should seek training from a 
physical therapist. A therapist will 
help correct mistakes you make 
and can take into account special 
problems. To determine the best 
procedure for you to use, the therapist 
will consider the physical condition 
of the person in your care and the 
furniture and room arrangements in 
the home.

Moving a Person
When you move someone—either in 

bed or out of bed—remember these tips: 

•	  Plan the move and know what you 
can and cannot do. 

•	  Let the person do as much work as 
he is capable of. 

•	  Avoid letting the person put  
his arms around your neck or 
grab you. 

Transferring Safely
•	  Use a transfer belt to balance 

and support the person. 

•	  Place transfer surfaces (wheelchair 
and bed) close together. 

•	  Check wheelchair position, 
brakes locked, armrests and 
footrests swung out of the way. 

•	  Let the person look to the place 
where he is being transferred. 

•	  If the person is able, place his 
hands on the bed or chair so he 
can assist in the movement. If 
the person has had a stroke or is 
afraid, have him clasp his hands 
close to his chest. 

•	  Ask the person to push rather 
than pull on the bed rails, the 
chair, or you. 

•	  Work at the person’s level and 
speed and check for pain. 

•	 Avoid sudden jerking motions. 

•	  Never pull on the person’s arms 
or shoulders. 

•	  Have the person wear shoes with 
good treads or sturdy slippers. 
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Helpful Caregiver Advice for Moving a Person 
These pointers are for the caregiver only. 

•	  Tell the person what you are going to do. 

•	  Before starting a move, count with the 
person, “1-2-3.” 

•	  To feel in control, get close to the person  
you are lifting. 

•	  While lifting, keep your back in a neutral 
position (arched normally, not stiff), knees 
bent, weight balanced on both feet. Tighten 
your stomach and back muscles to maintain  
a correct support position. 

•	  Use your arms to support the person. 

•	 Let your legs do the lifting. 

•	  Pivot (turn on one foot) instead of twisting  
your body. 

•	 Breathe deeply. 

•	 Keep your shoulders relaxed. 

When a lot of assistance is needed  
with transfers, tie a strong belt or a 
transfer belt around the person’s waist  
and hold it as you complete the transfer.
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Encourage Independence 
Let the person assist as he is able. 
It’s okay for the person to stand  
up partly and sit back down.

When You Suspect a Broken Bone After a Fall
•		If	the	person	cannot	move	or	use	the	injured	limb,	keep	it	from	moving.	

Do not straighten an injured or deformed arm or leg.

•		Support	the	injured	part	above	and	below	the	site	of	the	injury	by	using	
folded towels, blankets, pillows, or magazines if the person cooperates. 

•		If	the	person	is	face	down,	and	breathing	is	adequate,	leave	the	person	
in the same position. 

•		Keep	the	person	warm	with	a	blanket	and	make	the	person	as	
comfortable as possible. 

•	Call	911.	
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Taking Care of Yourself—
People in good spirits let loose as many as 100 to 400 laughs a day. That’s the 

amount of laughter associated with four-year old’s. Most adults laugh 0 to 50 times 

a day. Which category are you in? 

Incorporate laughter into your day: watch a funny movie, read the 

comics AND choose to see the funny in life instead of the frustrating!

Source: Laughter for the Healing Heart: A Discovery Workbook, Lynn Shaw, MSW
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Don’t Fall – Be Safe
A safe home will have floors 
with carpeting that is tacked 
down. Thin pile carpet is 
easiest to walk on and best 
for movable assist devices. 
If possible, avoid carpets 
with “busy” patterns, install 
non-skid flooring or use  
non-skid floor waxes.

Inspiration
One of the best things about the 

future is that it only comes one day 
at a time.

~ Abraham Lincoln

Turning Over in Bed
It is common for seniors or a person with a disability to have trouble turning over 

in bed. These tips may help:

•		Ask	the	health	care	provider	if	medication	may	have	to	be	adjusted.

•		A	satin	sheet	or	piece	of	satin	fabric	tucked	across	the	middle	of	the	bed	can	
make it easier for the person to turn over.

•		Flannel	sheets	and	heavy	blankets	can	make	it	more	difficult	to	turn	over.

Live Life Laughing!
You should see my doctor.

But there is nothing wrong with me!
He’s so good he’ll find something.



Safety Tips— 
To prevent injuries to yourself, get plenty of rest and maintain: 

 5 good nutrition 
 5 physical	fitness	
 5 good body mechanics 
 5 a program for managing stress

Common Treatments for Caregiver Back Pain 
If you do experience back pain: 

 ★ Apply a cold ice pack to the injured area for 10 minutes every 
hour (you can use a bag of frozen vegetables). 

 ★ get short rest periods in a comfortable position. 
 ★ stand with your feet about shoulder width apart and hands on 
hips, bend backwards. Do 3–5 repetitions several times a day. 

 ★ Take short, frequent walks on a level surface.
 ★ Avoid sitting for long periods because sitting is one of the worst 
healing positions.

Manage Back Injuries

NEXT ISSUE… BETTEr CommUNICaTIoN – WhEN ThE PErSoN IS aNgry

Our Purpose
To provide caregivers with critical  
information enabling them to do their job 
with confidence, pride, and competence.

Ordering Info
From the publishers of

Caregiver Series

available from…
CareTrust Publications LLC 
Po Box 10283, Portland, or 97296 
800-565-1533  
or www.comfortofhome.com

Comments and suggestions welcome.

©2017 CareTrust Publications LLC.  
all rights reserved. reproduction of any  
component of this publication is forbidden  
without a license from the publisher.

Some content in this publication is excerpted 
from The Comfort of Home: Caregivers Series.  
It is for informational use and not health advice.  
It is not meant to replace medical care but to  
supplement it. The publisher assumes no  
liability with respect to the accuracy,  
completeness or application of information  
presented or the reader’s misunderstanding  
of the text.
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Q u i C k  Q u i z

When you learn how to control and balance your own body, you can safely 
control and move another person. read this issue and answer True or False to 
the questions below.

1. When getting someone out of bed, it’s best to pull him up by his arms.  
T F

2. While lifting, keep your back in a neutral position with knees bent and weight 
balanced on both feet.  
T F

3. When you have the person standing, instead of twisting your body to reposition 
them, turn them by pivoting on one foot.  
T F

4. Flannel sheets make it easier for someone to turn over in bed.  
T F

5. Thin pile carpet is easiest to walk on and best for movable assist devices.  
T F

6. If you’ve strained your back, the best treatment is to rest on a heating pad for 
about 30 minutes.  
T F

7. Before starting to move someone, make sure they know what’s about to happen.  
T F

8. For a safe transfer, have the person put his arms around your neck while  
moving them.  
T F

9. When a lot of assistance is needed with transfers, tie a strong belt or a transfer 
belt around the person’s waist and hold it as you complete the transfer.  
T F

10. sitting for long periods will make your back feel better if it’s hurting.  
T F
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